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Nelson's work follows thirty years of intense discussion of children and childhood by social historians, most of whom see the first half of the eighteenth century as a time of momentous change. Recent writers on the eighteenth-century novel have overstressed elements of covert hostility toward wives and children. This seems partly due to their own ideological rejection of the family and partly to their misunderstanding of the nature of fictional and dramatic narrative. Such narrative is unsuited to figurations of domestic peace and harmony; often it is in situations of domestic discord that the child figure becomes most active and significant.

Having been tormented in his own childhood for his crippled appearance, he understands the stigma Hassan bears as the result of his facial deformity. After Hassan's birth, Ali's wife leaves him, but Ali never blames or punishes Hassan as the cause of his being abandoned. He chooses instead to love his son and do the best he can for him. When Hassan is falsely accused of being a thief in Baba's house, Ali leaves, taking his son with him. In contrast, Baba does not understand, accept, or value Amir's individuality when Amir is a child, and he does not understand, accept, or value Amir's choice of careers as an adult. He feels separate and estranged from his son through most of Amir's life. Baba tells his friend Rahim that if he had not witnessed Amir's birth, he would not believe Amir even was his son.